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This presentation is only a global view of 
th bl th t d t t i th lthe problems that we detect in the plasma 

around some hot emission stars and 
quasars that present complex and peculiar 

profilesprofiles

In the following presentations we willIn the following presentations we will 
analyze and discuss many interesting 

points of these problems



All the stars of the same spectral type and 
luminosity class present the same absorptionluminosity class present the same absorption 

lines in their spectra



Two Be stars of the same luminosity class 
present the same absorption lines in theirpresent the same absorption lines in their 

spectra



All the Stars…?
In the UV spectral region, some hot emission stars (Oe and Bep g , (
stars) present some absorption components that should not appear
in their spectra, according to the classical physical theory.

In these figures we can see the comparison of Mg II resonance lines between the
spectrum of a normal B star and the spectra of two active Be stars that present
complex and peculiar spectral lines. As we can observe the Be stars present some
absorption components that do not appear in the spectrum of the classical B star.



Hot emission stars environment

spherical envelope around p p
hot emission stars

the hot emission starthe hot emission star

the disc around the stars



In the case of hot emission stars we call the absorption 
spectral lines that do not correspond to any known absorptionspectral lines that do not correspond to any known absorption 

line of the same spectral type stars DACs
(Discrete Absorption Components)(Discrete Absorption Components)

(Bates & Halliwell 1986 MNRAS)



DACs are not unknown absorption spectral p p
lines, but spectral lines (Satellite Absorption 
Components) of the same ion and the sameComponents) of the same ion and the same 

wavelength as a main spectral line, shifted at 
diff t ∆λ th t d i diff tdifferent ∆λ, as they are created in different 

density regions which rotate and move radially 
with different velocities.

(Danezis 1984, 1986, (Danezis 1984, 1986, Danezis et al. 1991, 2003Danezis et al. 1991, 2003 and Lyratzi & and Lyratzi & ( , ,( , , ,, yy
Danezis 2004)Danezis 2004)



How are DACs created?



The density regions which create the observed The density regions which create the observed 
DACs in the stellar spectra are:DACs in the stellar spectra are:DACs in the stellar spectra are:DACs in the stellar spectra are:

DACs arise from:DACs arise from:

a) Thin spherical envelope 
d h t i i taround hot emission stars 

or
b)  (Apparent) spherical ) ( pp ) p

density regions in the disc 
around the stars



Another problem of this group of hot 
emission stars is:

HD 37022, 
SWP07481 The presence of very 

complex profile of thecomplex profile of the 
spectral lines that we can’t 

produce theoretically.
C IV λλ  1548.155, 1550.774 Ǻ

HD 164794, 

produce theoretically.

This means thatThis means that,
SWP02202

This means thatThis means that
we could not know the 

physical conditions thatphysical conditions that 
exist in the high density 
regions that construct

Ν V λλ 1238.821, 1242.804 Ǻ

regions that construct
these spectral lines



The origin of the complex profiles
In order to explain this complex line profile our In order to explain this complex line profile our 

scientific group proposed the SACs phenomenonscientific group proposed the SACs phenomenonscientific group proposed the SACs phenomenon scientific group proposed the SACs phenomenon 
((SSatellite atellite AAbsorption bsorption CComponents).omponents).

If th i th t t t th DAC t t ith lIf the regions that construct the DACs rotate with large
velocities and move radially with small velocities, the
produced lines have large widths and small shiftsproduced lines have large widths and small shifts.
As a result, they are blended among themselves as well as
with the main spectral line and thus they are not discretewith the main spectral line and thus they are not discrete.
In such a case the name DiscreteDiscrete AbsorptionAbsorption ComponentsComponents is
inappropriate and we use only the name:inappropriate and we use only the name:

Satellite Absorption Components (SACs)Satellite Absorption Components (SACs)
(Sahade et al. 1984, 1985, Danezis 1984, 1987,(Sahade et al. 1984, 1985, Danezis 1984, 1987, Lyratzi & Danezis 2004,Lyratzi & Danezis 2004,(Sahade et al. 1984, 1985, Danezis 1984, 1987, (Sahade et al. 1984, 1985, Danezis 1984, 1987, Lyratzi & Danezis 2004,Lyratzi & Danezis 2004,

Danezis et al. 200Danezis et al. 20066))



DACs / SACs, a Similar phenomenon
In this figure it is clear that the Mg II 

line profiles of the star AX Mon       
(HD 45910) hi h t DAC d(HD 45910), which presents DACs and 

the star HD 41335, which presents 
SACs are produced in the same wayproduced in the same way.SACs are produced in the same wayproduced in the same way.
The only difference between them is 

that the components of HD 41335 are 
much less shifted and thus they are 

blended among themselves. 
Th bl k li t th b dThe black line presents the observed 

spectral line's profile and the red one 
the model's fit.the model s fit. 

We also present all the components 
which contribute to the observed 

features, separately.
(Danezis et al. 200(Danezis et al. 20066))



Similar phenomena can be detected as an effect 
of the ejected plasma around peculiar starsof  the ejected plasma around peculiar stars.

Around a Wolf-Rayet star (WR 104) we can detect density regions 
of matter, quite away from the stellar object, able to produce 
peculiar profiles (This figure is taken by Tuthill Monnier &peculiar profiles. (This figure is taken by Tuthill, Monnier & 

Danchi (1999) with Keck  Telescope.)



DACs and SACs phenomena in 
AGNs spectra



It is very important to point out that we can detect 
the same phenomenon in the spectra of some AGNsthe same phenomenon in the spectra of some AGNs

i fi ( i ) C f AG ( GIn this figure (right) we can see the C IV UV doublet of an AGN (PG 
0946+301). From the values of radial displacements and the ratio of the 
line intensities we can detect that the two observed C IV shapes indicate e te s t es we ca detect t at t e two obse ved C V s apes d cate

the presence of a DACs phenomenon similar with the DACs phenomenon 
that we can detect in the spectra of hot emission stars (HD 45910)



Since the DACs phenomenon is present in AGNs spectra,
we also expect the presence of SACs phenomenon whichwe also expect the presence of SACs phenomenon which
is able to explain the observed absorption lines complex
profilesprofiles.

In this figure we can see the similarity of SACs phenomenon in Oe 
star’s HD 34656 spectrum with AGNs PG 1254+047 spectrum.



The origin of DACs/SACs phenomenon in AGNs

In the case of AGNs, accretion, wind (jets, ejection of matter etc.), 
BLR (Broad Line Regions) and NLR (Narrow Line Regions) are ( g ) ( g )
the density regions that construct peculiar profiles of the spectral 

lines.



The line functionThe line function
In order to reproduce theoretically the spectral linesIn order to reproduce theoretically the spectral lines 
that present DACs or SACs we need to calculate the 

li f tili f ti f th l li filline functionline function of the complex line profile.

What is a line function?What is a line function?What is a line function?What is a line function?
It is the function that relates the  intensity with the It is the function that relates the  intensity with the 

wavelength This function includes as parameters all thewavelength This function includes as parameters all thewavelength. This function includes as parameters all the wavelength. This function includes as parameters all the 
physical conditions that construct the line profilephysical conditions that construct the line profile. 

By giving values to these parameters we try to find the right ones in 
order to have the best theoretical fit of the observed line profile.
If we accomplish the best fit, we accept that the theoretical 
values of the physical parameters are the actual ones that 

describe the physical conditions in the region that produces the 
specific spectral line. 



The problemThe problempp
If we could construct a line function able to reproduce 

th ti ll t l li f i it h ldtheoretically any spectral line of any ion, it should 
include all the atomic parameters. As a result the line 

f ti ld b lfunction would be very complex.

Also, if we wanted a time dependent line function , we , p ,
should include as parameter the time.

The existence of many parameters makes the solution of 
the radiation transfer equations problematic.the radiation transfer equations problematic.

Another problem is to choose the correct values of so 
many parameters..



Our proposition:

In order to calculate a simple line function we have not included
variation with time, as our purpose is to describe the structure ofvariation with time, as our purpose is to describe the structure of
the regions where the SACs are created at the specific moment
when a spectrum is taken.
In order to study the time-variation of the calculated physical
parameters, we should study many spectra of the same star,
t k t diff t ttaken at different moments.
Additionally
With this model we study a specific spectral line of a specific ion.With this model we study a specific spectral line of a specific ion.
This means that we do not need to include the atomic
parameters in the used model, as in such a case the atomic
parameters remain constant.
In this way, we were able to solve the radiation transfer
equations and to find the correct group of parameters that giveequations and to find the correct group of parameters that give
the best fit of the observed spectral line.



The GR line function



Recently our group proposed a model in order to
explain the complex structure of the density regions ofexplain the complex structure of the density regions of
hot emission stars and some AGNs, where the spectral
lines that present SACs or DACs are created.lines that present SACs or DACs are created.
(Danezis(Danezis etet alal.. 20032003,, 20052005))

The main hypothesis of this model is that the stellar
envelope is composed of a number of successivee ve ope s co posed o a u be o success ve
independent absorbing density layers of matter, a
number of emission regions and some externalg
absorption region.



By solving the radiation transfer equations through a
complex structure as the one described wewe concludeconcludecomplex structure, as the one described, wewe concludeconclude
toto aa functionfunction forfor thethe lineline profileprofile, able to give the best
fit for the main spectral line and its Satellitefit for the main spectral line and its Satellite
Components at the same time.
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b ti ffi i t kk kk kkabsorption coefficients kkλiλi,  k,  kλejλej,  k,  kλgλg,
ξ:ξ: is the optical depth in the centre of the spectral line,
SS i th f ti th t i t t d iSSλejλej:: is the source function, that is constant during one 
observation.
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A d d f th bA d d f th bAs we can deduce from the aboveAs we can deduce from the above, , we can we can 
calculate I(calculate I(λλ) by solving the radiation transfer ) by solving the radiation transfer 

equations. equations. 

Thi th t thi f d t d dThi th t thi f d t d dThis means that this form does not depend on This means that this form does not depend on 
the geometry of the absorbing or emitting the geometry of the absorbing or emitting 

independent density layers of matterindependent density layers of matter..

It i th f t L th t i l d th tIt is the factor L that includes the geometry  
and all the physical conditions of the region 

that produces the spectral line.



The decision on the geometry is essential The decision on the geometry is essential for the for the 
calculation of the distribution function that we use forcalculation of the distribution function that we use forcalculation of the distribution function that we use for calculation of the distribution function that we use for 

each componenteach component. . 

This means that for a different geometry we have a 
different shape for the spectral line profile of each SACdifferent shape for the spectral line profile of each SAC. 

In the case of rapidly rotating hot emission stars it isIn the case of rapidly rotating hot emission stars, it is 
very important to insert in the above line function the 
rotational the radial and the random velocities of therotational, the radial and the random velocities of the 

regions that produce every one of the satellite 
componentscomponents.

In this case we must define the geometry for the 
corresponding regionscorresponding regions.



In the case of the following line function:
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functions of the absorption and the emission
satellite component, respectively.p , p y

The factor LL must include the geometry andThe factor LL must include the geometry and
all the physical conditions of the region that

i iiproduces the spectral line. TheseThese physicalphysical
conditionsconditions indicateindicate thethe exactexact distributiondistribution thatthat
wewe mustmust useuse..



This means that

if we choose the right physical
conditions in the calculations of the
factor L, the functions iiLe ξ−,
and can have the form of a
GaussGauss LorentzLorentz oror VoigtVoigt distribution

e
( )ejejL

ej eS ξ
λ

−−1
Gauss,Gauss, LorentzLorentz oror VoigtVoigt distribution
function.

I thi d t thd t thIn this case we do not use the pure we do not use the pure 
mathematical distributionsmathematical distributions that do not 
include any physical parameter, but the the 
above mentioned physical expression of above mentioned physical expression of p y pp y p

these distributionsthese distributions..
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Similarly y

If  we put the above expressions of Li (cases 1, 2, 3)  

( )
in the emission line function

( )ejejL
ej eS ξ
λ

−−1( )ejλ

it will take the form of ait will take the form of a 

Gauss, Lorentz or Voigt distribution



In our model we choose the spherical geometry. This 
means that the density layers of matter that produce themeans that the density layers of matter that produce the 
specific spectral line present spherical symmetry around 

their centers

We remind that the density We remind that the density 

their centers.

regions which create the regions which create the 
observed DACs in the stellar observed DACs in the stellar 

arise from:
spectraspectra

a) Thin spherical 
envelope around hot 

emission stars oremission stars or

b)  (Apparent) spherical ) ( pp ) p
density regions in the 
disc around the stars



As a first step, our scientific group constructed a distribution
function L that considers as the only reason of the line
broadening the rotation of the regions that produce the

t l li W ll d thi di t ib tispectral lines. We called this distribution:

Rotation distribution 
(Astrophysics and Space Science 284, 119-1142, 2003)

But as we know in a gaseous region we always detect randomBut as we know, in a gaseous region we always detect  random 
motions. This means that these motions is a second reason of 

line broadening. The distribution function that expresses theseline broadening. The distribution function that expresses these 
random motions is the Gaussian.

If t t h t l li th t h b d i f tIf we want to have a spectral line that has as broadening factors 
the rotation of the regions and the random motions of the ions, we 
should construct a new distribution function L that would includeshould construct a new distribution function L that would include 

both of these reasons (rotation and random motions).



Our scientific group constructed this 
di ib i f i L d d idistribution function L and named it

Gaussian-Rotation distributionGaussian Rotation distribution
(GR distribution).



The analytical form of the GR distribution 
function (L(L ((λλ)))) is:function (L(Lfinalfinal((λλ)))) is:
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Finally



W l l i f h
Using the GR modelUsing the GR model

We can calculate some important parameters of the
density region that construct the DACs-SACs like:

DirectDirect calculationscalculations
Apparent rotational velocities of absorbing or emitting density

layers (Vrot)
Apparent radial velocities of absorbing or emitting density

la ers (V )layers (Vrad)
The Gaussian typical deviation of the ion random motions (σ)
The optical depth in the center of the absorption or emissionThe optical depth in the center of the absorption or emission

components (ξi)
Indirect calculations

The random velocities of the ions (Vrandom)
The FWHM
The absorbed or emitted energy (Εa Ee)The absorbed or emitted energy (Εa, Ee)
The column density (CD)



In the following presentations we will 
analyze and discuss many interestinganalyze and discuss many interesting 

points that we have just seen.



Thank you very muchThank you very much 
for your attention!!!


